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THE DIAL
No. 96. Michaelmas Term, 1947.

EDITORIAL

THE revival of The Dial, as readers of the last edition will be 
aware, was an experiment. This experiment had not been 
an unqualified success. Despite the fact that the undergraduate 

population of the College is greater than it has ever been, the number 
of contributions received has been very small, and, if we are to 
believe tradition, seems to vary in inverse proportion to the 
numbers of men in residence.

The hazards in the way of a magazine such as this are great. 
Paper is still very scarce and printers overworked. Moreover the 
small scope which it embraces has to compete with the superficial 
universalism which is the keynote of the present day. It is too easy 
to see something “writ large,” to grasp anything on a great scale. 
But the larger the writing, the greater the scale, the less chance 
there is to understand the machinery that fashions such things, 
the more difficult it is to comprehend the motivating force.

We are accustomed to having our attention drawn to Classical 
Greece, as an object lesson in political organization—to be invited 
to study life on a smaller and less complicated scale, to enable us 
to pick out the salient features of man’s relation with man, an ever 
recurring problem. One is permitted to ask in the dusk of the 
New Dark Ages, whether we have looked on that ancient civilization 
long enough—whether we have extracted the lessons that a people, 
small in number and circumscribed in habitat, have to teach us, or 
whether, impatient of the yoke of historical veracity, we have 
attempted to fly in the face of Nature, heedless of the manifest 
impossibilities of the task and unmindful of the limits which a 
more patient study would have taught us to respect. For this is an 
age so confirmed in its self-conceit, so puffed up with intellectual 
and scientific arrogance, that anything short of a nation-wide move
ment is deemed of little account—an age which attempts to bridle 
a lion, heedless of the fact that it cannot control its cub.
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It may seem strange that an apologia for a College Magazine should 
presume to express itself thus. But the life of the College is subject 
to the danger of being neglected in favour of the larger scope that 
the University offers. The smaller communities are having to 
fight against the big concerns, and the attitude which blames them, 
especially in the case of the medieval College, for not giving way 
before the greater organization and more centralised control of 
the University. But the modern world should never forget that it 
is the child of those Ages in which the Colleges were founded, that 
its organization was embryonic in them. We would do well to 
learn from those microcosmic tendencies which were the essence 
of the Middle Ages, from a world where men are real people and 
not mere names.

It is to be hoped that it is merely the war and its aftermath that 
is the cause of this neglect; and that the Colleges and the loyalty 
that they excite will not sink to the insignificance that they appear to 
possess in some provincial Universities, and even to some extent at 
Oxford.

Already the College Dramatic Society is producing a play; other 
clubs and activities have been, or are being, revived. Let then this 
reborn collegiate interest manifest itself in the pages of this magazine. 
It is planned to produce a Quincentenary number next term. For this 
a new cover is required, more pictures, and many more articles, 
poems and short stories. The Dial depends on the College for its 
support, and that support must take the form of contributions.
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REGINALIA

AT a meeting of the Queens’ College Club held in June, 1947, 
the President was able to announce that Her Majesty had 
graciously accepted an invitation to be present at the Quin

centenary Celebrations in 1948. It was also announced that the 
Governing Body was making arrangements for a portrait of the 
President to be painted.

This was the first meeting of the Club since the war, and was 
attended by about 110 members, including Fellows.

Shortly before the beginning of this term Mr. D. Parmée, of 
Trinity College, was elected to a Fellowship.

Dr. G. P. McCullagh has been elected to the Council of the 
Senate.

The Rev. H. Chadwick has lately been appointed Pro-Proctor.
We wish to congratulate Miss E. A. Venn on her engagement to 

Mr. D. S. Jackson, of Keble College, Oxford.
A ceremony unique in the history of the College took place on 

November 9th, when a joint christening was held for Anthony 
Graham McCullagh and Katherine Mary Armitage. The Dean 
officiated and a large congregation was present in the Chapel.

We extend our congratulations to the Rev. H. Chadwick and 
Mrs. Chadwick on the birth of their daughter on November 7th.

In order to maintain contact with old Queens’ men, the Governing 
Body has decided to invite annually men from selected years to 
spend a week-end as guests of the College. The first such reunion 
was held on September 27th, 1947, when approximately 70 were 
present.

The Degree Day arrangements were carried out last year with 
some return to pre-war standards. Seventy men took their degree 
in person and nineteen by proxy. It is satisfactory to report that 
of this number, eighty-two joined the Queens’ College Club.

The College has received from the Committee of the Public 
Libraries of Hampstead the gift of a Quit-Claim dated 1466, between 
Andrew Dokett, first President of the College, and Thomas Lacy, 
Alexander Wode, and John Marke of “the Tenement called le 
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Christofer in Bermondsey Strete in the parish of St. Olave de 
Southwerk in the county of Surrey.”

Last summer the College received a request from Queen’s College, 
Hobart, Tasmania, for the names of fifty persons to whom food 
parcels may be sent. A committee of Fellows made a list which 
was despatched to Hobart by the President.

A paragraph of interest to Queens’ men appeared in the Spectator 
of October 24th, 1947. The writer, thanks to the help of his readers, 
had succeeded in identifying the author of the prayer used regularly 
at the beginning of each day’s proceedings in the Lords and Commons 
as Mr. Speaker Yelverton, who held office in 1597-8. When dining 
in Queens’ a short time later he was asked by the President if 
Yelverton was a Cambridge man. Dr. Venn’s Alumni Canta
brigiensis was consulted, and revealed that not only was he a 
Cambridge man but, coincidentally, a member of this College. 
As the writer says: “Association with a prayer that was in daily 
use in Parliament before the Authorised Version of the Bible was 
produced should be a matter of some satisfaction to Queens’.”

The College has been honoured this term by a visit from Mr. Justice 
Finnemore, who addressed the Queens’ Bench on “Advocates and 
Advocacy.” The members of Downing Law Society were also 
present.

On July 31st, 1947, the President, on behalf of the Governing 
Body, made presentations to Mr. E. Songer and Mr. B. C. Wilson 
in appreciation of the length of their service to the College. Mr Songer 
served successive Junior Bursars for many years, and Mr. Wilson 
was a valuable member of the kitchen staff.

The May Week Ball will take place in the Fellows’ Garden on 
June 15th, 1948. Dancing from 10 p.m. till 6 a.m. will be accom
panied by Geoffrey Howard and his Orchestra. Current regulations 
must necessarily impose certain restrictions on the Ball, but the 
Committee hopes that in spite of difficulties the evening will be a 
successful contribution to the Quincentenary celebrations.

During the Long Vacation Term it was decided to revive the 
“Bats,” a College dramatic society formed in 1943. Rehearsals 
have accordingly started under the direction of R. W. Shephard 
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for a play “I Have Been Here Before.” Progress has also been 
made with a Revue which is to be produced by B. G. Gradwell. 
C. E. Piper is Business Manager for both productions, which are 
to be given towards the end of this term. In addition, H. C. Parker 
is planning to produce “As You Like It” in the Cloister Court 
during May Week.

Three faculty societies are now flourishing in the College—the 
Medical Society, the History Society, and the Queens’ Bench. 
The respective secretaries are I. Smith, I. F. Taylor, and D. T. 
Holland.

It has been announced that the amount collected by Queens’ 
in the Cambridge Poppy Day Appeal was £119 14s. 9d., which 
is equivalent to 7.34 shillings per head. Last year’s sum was 
£56 13s. 10d.
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MR. GORDON

DURING the Long Vacation term Mr. Gordon, the College 
groundsman, was presented with a cheque and an inscribed 
tankard in recognition of his seventieth birthday and his fifty- 

two years with the College, and it is felt that some account of this 
service might be of interest.

In 1895 most of our fathers were too young to know one end of 
a cricket bat from another. Most of us, of course, had scarcely been 
thought of, in cricket or any other connection. But during the 
Long Vacation term of that year a young man of eighteen, who 
worked in the College gardens, distinguished himself in the annual 
cricket match between the Dons and College Servants against the 
Undergraduates. There was a vacancy for a groundsman at the 
time, and this promising young man who had made eighteen runs 
and taken a considerable number of wickets was clearly the man 
for the job. It was in this way that Mr. Gordon took on the position 
he has held ever since, except for three years’ service in the Buffs 
during the First Great War.
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Mr. Gordon doesn’t look his seventy years, perhaps because he 
enjoys every aspect of his work so much. He certainly has plenty 
to do. To keep three pitches in a state of perfect maintenance 
requires constant work in the winter. In the summer there are 
the tennis courts and the cricket field. There is also the equipment to 
maintain—footballs of both sorts, hockey balls, all the impedimenta 
of cricket, tennis nets and goal nets. Mr. Gordon rests satisfied 
that generations of undergraduates have enjoyed the fruit of his 
labours.

When he became groundsman the playing fields were on the corner 
of Barton and Newnham Roads, and he remembers how the soccer 
pitch had to be roped off, so keen was the town attendance at the 
College matches. Now that our fields are more isolated, that is at 
least one problem off his hands. Perhaps attendance wouldn’t be 
so keen anyway nowadays.

There were less than a hundred in the College then, and there 
was more all-roundedness in the games. Soccer and Rugger 
players often used to exchange, and he’s even known Boat Club 
men to appear on the football field. And the standard wasn’t 
all that amount lower, either, at any rate at Soccer. Our Rugby, 
apparently, has shown consistent improvement. At the beginning 
of his career we hardly ever won at all. We used to have one needle 
match a year against St. Catharine’s, who were just about as bad. 
Hockey came in a few years after he took on the job, and has always 
been good.

The best games player he remembers? Difficult to say. 
R. W. V. Robins comes to mind of course; E. D. G. Wright, who 
later captained the Hull City Soccer team; and there was T. L. Rowan 
who in 1927 was awarded his Colours for Rugby, Hockey, Cricket 
and Tennis, and ultimately played Hockey for England. But Mr. 
Gordon isn’t unduly interested in great names; everyone who plays 
for Queens’ at any sport is his favourite, and he remembers them all. 
Indeed, he recognizes those returning from war service by the position 
they used to play in the far-off days.

The most thrilling match he remembers at any particular sport? 
Again difficult to say—there has been the odd one or two thrilling 
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matches in fifty-two years. But he does remember one soccer 
match which, as an endurance test, will take some beating. It 
was about thirty years ago in the finals of the “Cuppers,” played 
on the last day of term, so that a decision had to be reached. At 
full time there was no score. After fifteen minutes each way there 
was still no score. Ten minutes each way also failed to produce 
a goal. So did a further five. The captains then tossed for ends 
and started again with the understanding that the first goal won 
the match. After a few minutes a corner was given against Queens’, 
and our opponents scored after two and a half hours’ play.

Mr. Gordon is quite satisfied with present-day conditions, at least 
from the point of College games. Thanks to Mr. Brown’s foresight 
we are well off for equipment, and as far as the human element is 
concerned Mr. Gordon is more than satisfied. “Why, you’re 
as good to-day as I’ve ever known. You haven’t as much money 
perhaps, and you certainly haven’t as much food, but you’re all 
right.”

Fifty-two years with the College with more to come is no mean 
record. We have every reason to be grateful to Mr. Gordon ; and 
no less to Mrs. Gordon, whose teas in the summer are a well- 
recognised delight. Let us hope she agrees with her husband who 
voices his sentiments:—“Why, it’s been a round of pleasure the 
whole time. Yes, it’s been a round of pleasure.”

J. A. S.
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POEM

Here on this green hill their gods called Solitude, 
when he rejoiced 

in their voices as they named him, 
I felt first the crystal peace they made 
terrified by the notes that silence played. 
Driven by hostile walls to refuge in Reason, 

here it failed 
when the sky wailed quiet as the seeking ship’s 
siren round the headland ; and the ocean rose 
lashed by the calm it alone knows.

There among walls 
where the grey ram falls darkly 
and green is a memory 
sheltered by some buttress of the mind, 
I found unknown roses in communion grown, 
and in determination knew the blind could see. 
Yet there among grey-stone 
lurked the totem-horror, 
fear of desertion, 
of being as alone as death.

Together we cherished the flower 
the children of the walls and I; 
grey eyes flashed to the spectacle 
of hope, and for the hour we laughed. 
But the staring birds, 
grim as the night-waring fingers of trees, 
vultures of despair, reared 
and stole the heart of our rose.

Here we return to the hills, 
the vacant places only sky knows,— 
a flock without fold waits here. 
And we have learned the need for the sound 
of silence and the strength 
of soul for the walls we found. W.
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FINAL CURTAIN

WE were rather proud of Mrs. Powell-Davies. Her name 
gave the programme a certain air of distinction, and she 
could always be relied upon to supply furniture that gave a 

reassuring feeling of realism to the set, and to wear jewels that, 
whether real or not, would have assured her a part in any Amateur 
Dramatic Production. But Mrs. Powell-Davies was also a born 
actress, at least it was rumoured that she had once been on the 
stage professionally, the main basis for such a theory being her 
frequent reiterations of “As I always used to say to my dresser, 
I would kill myself if I felt I was losing my grip on the audience.” 
But there was no fear of that, for there was no one who could play 
the inevitable “grande dame” as she could, beside the fact that 
there was no one else who could bring her own furniture and jewellery.

After a great success in “Fresh Fields” she persuaded the 
Company to put on a play by a protégé of hers, written especially 
for herself. It was strong drama, concerning a middle-aged lady 
who lost her lover to a younger rival, and, after a long soliloquy 
contemplating suicide, decided to take the whole thing philosophically 
on the chin, and become godmother to their children. We felt it 
would go down well, if we could get it past the Vicar.

I was away from home during the rehearsals, but was recruited as 
prompter when their usual man annoyed Mrs. Powell-Davies by 
laughing at her delivery of the line—“Death is preferable to eclipse 
by a chit of a girl.” Iron self-control was necessary when Mrs. 
Powell-Davies was tearing a passion to tatters. She decided to 
wear her jewels in the last scene, when her long soliloquy would give 
the audience ample time to renew their acquaintance with them. I 
spoke to her just before the dress rehearsal. She was very con
descending, but I felt something was wrong.

“Of course, the last scene is the climax of the play, and you 
mustn’t bring the curtain down too soon, or you will spoil my tableau 
with the two young people. Although that girl’s frock will ruin 
the whole colour scheme; no actress would dream of wearing a 
thing like that for a play like this. My dear, it’s positively naïve.” 
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I looked across at the girl; she had heard what had been said, and 
I could see an amused smile crinkling her heavy make-up. I turned 
back to Mrs. Powell-Davies.

“I must say you look the part superbly.” I could see nothing 
but two circles of rouge, darkened eyes and flabby skin.

“But you wait until I’m made up,” she replied. “When I add 
the age of the woman to my face—she’s 43 you know, dear—then 
you’ll see the contrast between the woman of the world and this 
chit of a girl. I thought I’d make her up to-night, so she could get 
used to it. She’s never acted before.”

During the rehearsal it was obvious that the girl was a consummate 
actress. While she was on the stage all others were eclipsed, and 
while she was off the others were ignored, and we waited impatiently 
for her reappearance. The play was certain to be a success.

It was. She needed no prompting, but the others kept me busy. 
I pulled the curtain down after the first two acts and sat waiting 
through the third, for I knew she only appeared at the end of it. 
Mrs. Powell-Davies was going through her antics with the knife 
(a strong paper one, supplied by herself, made, she informed us, 
from an Indian dagger by her late husband). She knew her lines in 
this scene, so I watched her face. The audience was restless, and 
there were frequent coughs. Her face was blank; two red circles, 
two black shadows and a scarlet mouth were sharply outlined against 
her over-powdered skin. Her eyes were dull. She paused, then 
said with infinite weariness:

“Death is better than eclipse by a chit of a girl.”
Her fingers tightened round the dagger, she dropped her head 

and looked at the blade, fascinated.
Suddenly the clasp on her necklace broke, and the jewels fell 

and lay, like a pool, on the floor. But she did not move. The 
audience tittered, but she did not look up. The knife was pressed 
against the tight silk of her dress.

Suddenly I knew what I must do, and I pulled the curtain-rope. 
It rumbled down, and the weights on the bottom bumped against 
the footlights. I heard a spatter of startled applause. There was 
chaos in the wings. I looked up—Mrs. Powell-Davies was towering 
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over me, a bulky mass of quivering indignation.
“You idiot, pull up the curtain. I haven’t finished.”
But the Vicar was already proposing the vote of thanks. The 

play was officially over. She did not wait for curtains but stalked 
straight out of the hall into the rain. Someone ran after her with 
her umbrella.

As I walked home, with the voices of the rest of the cast still 
ringing in my ears, I heard a man saying:

“Not a bad show. Queer ending though. And if a woman 
who’s thinking of killing herself looks like that, I’ll eat my hat.”

He was wearing a bowler.
R. A.
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ULYSSES

TO Cambridge University I came three years ago, 
Very keen to gather knowledge of the things I didn’t know. 
As an earnest undergraduate to work I thought it right, 

I was never out of college after ten o’clock at night. 
I attended lectures daily, I was never late for Hall, 
And on Saturdays, for exercise, I kicked a little ball. 
The lecturers impressed me, although everything they said 
Was practically inaudible, and quite above my head. 
How these worthy men impressed me, with their weird and wondrous 

words, 
Of Cleisthenes, Pythagoras, and elementary surds. 
“Oh, how I wish,” said I to me (I said it every day) 
“That I could really understand one word of what they say!” 
My first year I decided that a parson I should be, 
So I wore a saintly suiting, and I read Theology. 
But examinations found me very weak about my facts. 
(I had said that Rehoboam was the author of the Acts.) 
To matters agricultural my talents next I turned, 
But, much to my annoyance, the examiners discerned 
That I did not know the difference twixt a shorthorn and a sow. 
(For I said I thought a Tamworth was a certain breed of cow.) 
Having failed in matters holy, and in earthly matters too, 
I felt that mathematics was the only thing to do. 
But here again I tumbled (and I say it with remorse 
That I thought a quadrilateral a widish sort of horse). 
So they sent me from the college to the place from which I came, 
Three fruitless years behind me, not a letter to my name. 
Shall I end it all with suicide? For death I do not care. 

No! 
I’ll buy a bun-and-coffee shop, and be a millionaire!

“Pop.”
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“AND YE HAVE REGARD TO HIM THAT 
WEARETH THE FINE CLOTHING”

WHILE the female world of fashion faces a catastrophe, only 
comparable to the crisis caused by the introduction of the 
bloomer, the variations in the accoutrements of the other 

gender pass without notice. No male fashion expert gives us advice 
how to deal with our “casuals” (a most ambiguous word), or how 
to lengthen our “Town clothes.” We are not the subject of frenzied 
letters to the press from Board of Trade officials, or harassed 
economists, pointing out that to add to the length of our vestments 
will result in a cost to the country of untold lengths of material 
and a fantastic number of man hours, and to the individual, of 
clothing coupons beyond the dreams of the “spiv.”

Nevertheless, a silent revolution is going on. Are our sweethearts 
and wives being reactionary in demanding a longer skirt? We shall 
be no less conservative in our desire for coloured waistcoats.

Too long has the waistcoat been the sartorial cinderella, stifled 
between the pretensions of the trouser and the jacket. These elder 
sisters have varied their form during the last fifty years from Oxford 
bags to plus-fours, and from sports-jackets to morning-coats. Yet 
for fifty years the waistcoat has been a dowdy stay-at-home, confined 
with rare exceptions, to its elder sister’s colours and patterns. It 
has even been forced to resort to guile, presenting to the world 
only its serge or worsted, too poor to afford those materials where 
they would not be open to the public gaze. In the case of the white 
waistcoat it was often a business of:

“Back and sides go bare, go bare.”
Yet time was when the waistcoat was the hallmark of civilized 

man. When Mr. Weller, senior, spoke of a society for the relief 
of infant negroes in the West Indies he naturally joined “flannel 
waistcoats” with “moral pocket handkerchief” as the first in
dications of material progress following the flag. Captain Brown 
could think of no better advice to give Miss Betsey Barker for saving 
an ailing cow than “get her into a flannel waistcoat and flannel 
drawers.” (Could any other advice have been better?)
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The interest excited by this noble garment is only comparable 
to that, which an age less susceptible to fine taste, bestows on the 
dogs or the pools. Do we not talk of football to our barber? We 
may be sure that the courteous Grey or the feather-blowing Sir 
William Lamb spoke of waistcoats to theirs. Charles James Fox 
is even reported to have made a journey from Paris to Lyons especially 
to buy waistcoats, and to have talked of nothing else all the way.

With such a market, the preparation of such garments and their 
accessories was a thriving industry in itself. There was a man 
who said:

“I hunt for haddock’s eyes 
Among the heather bright; 

And work them into waistcoat buttons 
In the silent night.”

Now, after fifty years of banishment, this noble garment, we will 
not deign to call it a “vest,” comes, like the hero of a Victorian 
novel, into its own again. Members of this College have appeared 
wearing as scarlet a waistcoat as that in which Disraeli enthralled 
Lady Dufferin’s dinner party one hundred and fourteen years ago. 
Green, blue and check are not despised. But buff and yellow 
seem to predominate; how that would have pleased Mr. Mantalini, 
who feared the effect of yolk of egg carelessly dropped on all waist
coats, save those which matched the stain. As yet we have seen 
none embroidered, but with the spread of fashion that may yet 
appear. Will it only be the restriction imposed by lack of coupons 
that prevent undergraduates buying more waistcoats than they need 
or can afford, and like the Trinity man, Inman, pleading when 
sued for the cost, that they were not necessaries.
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WHO WILL REPLY?

MAY I sing a proud song of sunglare and of ancient jade, 
Of mists and the fragile gems on hedgerows, 
Or will my fingers selfishly degrade 
Beauties that fingers never made?

Is mind more wonderful than I had ever thought 
To nurse itself instinctively, and unperceived 

To teach itself, untaught 
To build up everything from naught?

Or has the immortal yearning of intoxicating wine 
Merely been poured into my earthen cup, 

And are the stars themselves a sign 
Of other hands more sure than mine?

Surely I cannot claim that mind alone conceived 
The delicate loveliness of Margaret, 

And aching mind alone believed 
Tears to be beautiful, when I am grieved.

Surely it would be sacrilege to say the splendid sky 
That smoothes away perplexity into a great Amen, 

With sun spilt and the clouds piled high, 
Is nothing but a human sigh.

Surely when small and half-discerning I cannot say 
That beauty is in human eyes alone, 

When they will soon be scattered into clay 
Like the gleaming dust of yesterday.

E. G. R.
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A LOVE STORY 
or 

THE RUDE MECHANICS OF THE HEART

THE great gold bowl of a late afternoon in early autumn lay 
bland over a city in the north of a northern country. There 
was the peace of an ordered and predictable activity in the rest

less, horn-raucous streets, and in the gesticulating arms of the police
men who handled the home-going traffic, a touch of benediction. 
Cold waters lay gold under the burdened bridges; in the west 
flushed the first faint harbinger crimson. The metronomic beat 
of trains sounded about the crossings, and lifts, re-wefting the patterns 
of human activity, began to shuttle. Barmen served the first beers, 
women who walk at night were rising.

From the figure lying face downwards and silently in a room hired 
for a night, broke a groan, the sound of a man hurt in his mind, 
and a hand struck once the unkempt boards where, close by, rested 
the pistol he had an hour ago put down, away from himself. Neither 
from cowardice nor hope, though, but because of an hour-old 
intimation that something else had first to be done, and that from 
now on his actions had only ritual significance. There, in the ante- 
rooms of pubs, where liquor had lulled him in his long wait for the 
possibility of deliverance, had been hope in the thought that God 
might pity the idiocy of such humility; but this, now, was the arena, 
and he was in there, with nothing to pit against the pain and terror 
which possessed him, nothing that could change for anyone in his 
world any longer. Mildly philosophical before ever he felt the 
need for philosophy, before ever this had started to happen, now 
he had not the mildest consolation to quiet him, because everything 
anybody had ever said was no longer for him, here with this dreadful 
prescience. Never before had he known a necessity that poetry 
could not meet, frustration he couldn’t trim with a careful choice 
of words: not on paper, but on his feet, must he meet this one . . . 
but he couldn’t think any longer.

He got up, the words still going through his mind, as they had 
never stopped since he put down the telephone last night in the 
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kiosk. “ Don’t come to see me, please, don’t come to see me, 
please,’’ and the numbness until an hour ago, when, knowing that 
that had been the verdict, had flashed back all the pain, and this 
new terror at what was going to be done. Words he had used in 
another incarnation, with their “Had it, had it, had it,” framed them
selves fatuously, inconsequentially round his one remaining con
viction. “Sir, sir! Jumbo’s had it! . . . had it, had it.”

“And right action is freedom 
From past and future also 
For most of us, this is the aim 
Never here to be realized.”

And Jumbo, frankly, preferring Cheyney and “Don’t come to see 
me, please, don’t come to had it, had it, HAD IT . . .”

He moved quickly from where he had been standing head bent, 
brows knitted, and pulled on his jacket, and put a raincoat on over 
that. He combed his hair, put on a cap, and, picking up the gun 
from the floor, was making for the door when he remembered : 
didn’t want that old boozer to benefit. He tore a piece of paper 
from a pad in his grip, and heading it “Last Will and Testament,” 
wrote for some time, then signed it, sealed it in an envelope, and 
addressed the envelope to Mr. Locke, 11 Dunbar Street, Edinburgh. 
He would post it on his way.

Outside, night had fallen clear and blue about the city, except, 
where the sun had set, an afterglow of faint saffron lingered on the 
broken horizon. No star had yet appeared, and the street lights, 
still diffident, had not yet found their settings in the sable mirrors 
of the waters. In the distance the beaded lights of a great bridge 
traced its trajectory from shore to shore. The last rags of reality, 
soon to disappear when the fresh dimension of the night-reflecting 
waters confused the contours of the day, fluttered from the news
boys’ fingers as their plangent last-extra cries, barbs of triumph and 
disaster, echoed along the emptying streets. Neon was coming 
on about the crests of the high buildings, green and red and purple, 
in a cold twitch of somnambulistic commerce.

Ships lay moored alongside the pavement where he walked, 
unseeing, his identity half a mile ahead along the road he trod. 
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A chiming clock told him, who was on the brink of timelessness, 
the time, and he knew that the purpose which now empowered his 
limbs would perish within the next hour, his last hour, with the life 
which had become this purpose, and could no longer mean anything 
more. Desire had long since died, nor did he hunger or thirst 
for anything but the release of a consummation nearly within his 
fingers, clutching now that weapon in his pocket.

As he approached the level crossing close by the central station, 
the winking white light gave way to an urgent red, and as the long 
arms of the barriers came down across the road from each side, the 
warning bell tolled, as it would go on tolling, until the train now 
approaching had passed, and the arms could lift and the red light 
turn white again. The bell and the light: he had stopped, chest 
against the barrier. He stood there, as the train, nostalgia of 
distant places already upon it, swung slowly through, a slight figure, 
in raincoat and cap, with pleasant features and unassuming eyes 
that did not see the train. A discordant patchwork of squeels 
and moans fell from the protesting metal around the regular thud 
of its wheels: he stood there, waiting . . . “Do it, do it, do it, 
do it . . .” The train was gone, the barriers were up, and he had 
crossed over on to the last bridge on the other side.

He was nearly there. Soon he would turn into that street. Away 
from the centre of the city, it was becoming quieter, and a strand 
of waltz wafted from a room into the road, as he passed, still walking 
at the same pace, a block of flats. The light breeze blew scraps 
of paper along the gutter. The light was on in that window.

He opened the outer door and went on up the stairs, until he 
came to the door. He opened it and went into the room.

She turned, those eyes widening, her cry of helpless panic choked 
in the breast where the bullet found her: and a great sweetness 
seized him, flowing with her blood, up, up, from the depths of his 
being, flooding his harsh chest, falling into his arms, bearing away 
the pain that had pressed his finger on the trigger. A sob of joy 
melted the tears that had lain frozen for so long behind his eyes, 
and he wiped them away with the cuff of his sleeve like a little boy.

Robert Ashton (Eric.)
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NO OTHER ANSWER

WHERE the sun sat, 
up in the topmost branches of the sky, 
and dulled eyes of stars revolved 

aghast at the little one, 
the little one of the worlds, 
was there no voice in the endless sky, 
where the sun sat?

You who have come far, 
bronze under a desert’s aridity, 
will you bring the dry skin 
of prizes from unknown islands, 
pretend it the succulence 
of flesh and of knowledge, 
you who have come far?

Watch the tinsels glitter 
and the lights flash under the mock 
and jeer of clocks drinking time 
with the senseless maniac thirst; 
laugh with the escaping and despairing; 
will you find it there 
where the tinsels glitter?

You who have lived, 
accomplished strange peaks in the climbing, 
lived to mime those of Olympus, 
have you no other story but death, 
story from the unnumbered years, 
and was the sun so cold upon the mountains, 
you who have lived?

W.
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MUSIC TO-DAY

MUSIC in England to-day seems alive at last. The Albert 
Hall can be filled, the applause is loud and long, even the 
film industry has become music-conscious. Tchaikovsky 

and Rachmaninov have become household words—the world 
whistles and his wife hums in B Flat Minor. And why should they 
not? It is a good thing that people have realized that solemnity 
and elevated depression are not inextricably mixed up with the rite 
of the Symphony Concert. Only through contact with the people 
and the life of the age can music keep its vitality. And therefore 
it is well that as many people as possible enjoy music. But the 
Gadarene behaviour of musicians and audiences to-day can, in my 
view, result only in chaos which will ultimately prove fatal for 
music in this country.

First of all, the standards of performance of orchestras, solo 
instrumentalists and singers are, in the main, appallingly low. 
Members of the Musicians’ Union demonstrated against perform
ances in London of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. They had 
good cause to do so, for the standards set at Covent Garden during 
that Orchestra’s stay there must have caused the Union many 
troubled nights. We allow that there are many difficulties that 
musicians have to overcome; and the war has left its legacy of 
difficulties—but the Amsterdam Concertgebow Orchestra had its 
share of problems, and yet has succeeded in reassembling an orchestra 
that does not have to use such an argument to explain harsh string 
tone, bubbling horns, and all the other results of lack of rehearsal. 
It is too much to expect those who arrange concerts to be philan
thropists, but if part of their profits could be ploughed back into 
extra rehearsal time, the resulting improvement of performance 
might reward their efforts with a larger queue at the box-office.

But, to judge from the perpetually ecstatic response accorded 
to even the worst performances, the normal audience approves of 
them, in much the same way as they approve of pictures which Time 
has hallowed with a brown obscurity, and raise their hands in 
shocked and indignant righteousness when cleaning is suggested. 
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Such grime and faulty performance seem to be considered the right 
of established classics; for whenever one complains of bad playing 
the inevitable response is that they enjoyed it, and you should not 
be so critical. That is a permissable argument for a solipsist, 
whose only concern is the tingling of his own nerves. But as the 
uncleaned pictures will eventually fall to pieces if left uncleaned, so 
the performance of music will gradually disintegrate, unless the 
appreciation of music is fostered more intelligently. A great deal 
of work has been done with some success, and more people are now 
interested in music than before the teaching of Appreciation began. 
But at the moment audiences divide into two camps—those who 
wallow in the gorgeous sound of everything that comes towards 
them, and those of the eclectic school who have heard a restricted 
number of pieces and like what they know. The second group 
is the more dangerous, for they are armed with a battery of musical 
terms which put up a smoke screen that hides the falseness of their 
position, and behind which it is extremely difficult to penetrate. 
This is the school that produces the beaters-of-time and those who 
calk of “Lizzie Lutyens’ latest thing.” They centre on one period, 
call that Music, and exclude everything else; whether that period 
centres on Palestrina or Benjamin Britten, its effects are pernicious.

It may seem nonsense to preach to the converted (for I am con
vinced the reader has an exquisite and flawless taste). I realize 
that here in Cambridge we have little cause to grumble, and that 
those who are interested in music are not mere dabblers. But 
even here, patches of dry rot can be seen.

The vitality of music in this country does not depend on the 
specialists alone. Pulling down our concert halls and building 
greater will be useless unless there is a change of attitude among 
the majority of audiences in this country. During the war lax 
standards were accepted because the difficulties made the mere 
playing of music an achievement. The chaos of the world outside 
made the orderliness of the world of music attractive to many people, 
and our concert halls were filled. Musicians are now given the 
opportunity of reinforcing the position gamed during the war. It 
would be a pity if short-sightedness should ruin the chances presented 
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now. Music has something vital to add to the life of the world to-day. 
Germany and Czechoslovakia, and many other Continental countries, 
realize this, and adequate provision is made on their priority building 
plans to rebuild their concert halls which were destroyed during 
the war. Our difficulties in this particular direction are not so 
great (but nothing is being done about Queen’s Hall, or the Man
chester Free Trade Hall); but we must realize that all is not as it 
should be with performers or audiences. Our energies should 
be employed in restoring good performances and intelligent appre
ciation in order to catch up while we can with Continental standards.

I do not wish to be unduly pessimistic, and while we can hear 
on the B.B.C. the London Philharmonic Orchestra play Haydn 
and Mozart under Bruno Walter, there is no need for complete 
despair. But I have been trying to prove that in actual live perform
ances much that is slipshod is accepted without question. Broadcast 
performances can never supplant music that is heard at first-hand, 
although they may provide touchstones and points of reference from 
which that performance can be appreciated and criticized.

To-day we are faced with a crucial period in the history of music 
in England; it may decline steeply and fall, it may develop into 
a new life. And I find more reason for optimism in the recorders 
I hear played painstakingly by undergraduates than in the mass 
hysteria of the last night of the Proms.

R. A.
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DICK’S “FIFTH”
“

GOOD evening, Sir, how do you do—, 
The meaning, pray, of this to-do. 
Your name and college, if you please— 

Don’t quibble now, get off your knees.”

“Oh, Sir, you understand, of course, 
How filled I am with deep remorse; 
I’d no intent to make you frown— 
But look, you see, I’ve got my gown.”

“Don’t talk of gowns you idle fellow, 
Your crime’s enough to make me bellow: 
To lie down here for all to see 
Inebriated in K.P.”

“Oh, Sir, I did but have a little spot 
To lighten my unhappy lot; 
It’s very seldom I get tight— 
And I’d no idea it was Guy Fawkes’ night.”

“Hurum, tut tut, I see your point, 
But the time you know is out of joint, 
The question seems to turn on ale, 
And I’d rather like to hear your tale.”

“My essay, Sir, was such a flop, 
My Supervisor tore his mop. 
His rage was terrible to see, 
And now he will not speak to me.

The Bullers’ tears began to flow, 
The Proctor gave his nose a blow. 
Dick saw his luck begin to rise, 
And knew his plaintive tone was wise.
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“Oh please, oh please, don’t send me down, 
My mother’s mayoress of our town; 
If you prescribe such hard correction, 
I’m sure she’ll lose the next election.”

The Bulls and Proctor then conferred: 
What course with Dick should be preferred. 
One Buller thought ’twould be a shame 
To prejudice the family name.

His pal agreed, the Proctor too— 
He thought what Dick in time might do, 
And said, with stern but kindly weight, 
“We’ll let you off with six-and-eight.”

C. B. W.
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QUEENS’ HOUSE

AS many of the College will know, Queens’ House is a youth 
club in Rotherhithe, in south-east London, for boys and girls 
between the ages of 14 and 18. It occupies an old warehouse 

on the south bank of the Thames, and from the riverside windows 
there are wonderful views of Tower Bridge and St. Paul’s. They have 
rooms for games, woodwork and reading, a canteen, and a chapel 
on the top floor. The club has had no official connection with the 
College since the war, but the Warden, Club Leader and the members 
are most anxious that we should maintain a mutual interest.

Last Whitsunday the Warden and a party of boys spent the day 
with us at the College. After an eventful punting excursion on the 
lower river, the boys were entertained to tea by various under
graduates, and later took on the Queens’ table tennis team. The 
Warden has thanked us for a happy time.

At the end of the Easter term six Queens’ men spent a long week
end at the club which was packed with interest and enjoyment. 
Apart from a lively evening in the club, we saw something of the 
life of Rotherhithe and Bermondsey. Among the features of the 
week-end were a trip by boat on the Thames, a tour by bus and on 
foot round the Surrey Docks and other points of interest, a lunch 
at the “Prospect of Whitby”—one of the oldest riverside inns, 
and finally, visits to Peak Frean’s and Shuttleworth’s factories 
where the generous samples of biscuits and chocolate were received 
with the utmost satisfaction.

C. B. Walker and myself were each able to join in week-end 
camps with the club during the spring and summer, and I was able 
to spend a fortnight at their August summer camp on the Lewes 
Downs. The weather was perfect, and a “smashing” time was 
had by all.

It is hoped to arrange another visit to the club during the Christmas 
vacation, and I would be very glad to hear from anyone interested.

A. F. Myers.
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THE CAMBRIDGE MISSION TO DELHI

IN 1877, under the inspiration of Bishop Westcott, then Regius 
Professor of Divinity, Edward Bickersteth and five other men 
from this University formed the Cambridge Brotherhood of the 

Ascension to reinforce the work of the Church in Delhi, already 
being carried on by the S.P.G. Since then the joint mission of 
men and women who have proclaimed the Gospel of Christ, through 
evangelistic, educational and medical means, in Delhi, has been known 
as the Cambridge Mission to Delhi. Such progress was made 
in building up the Indian Church then, that this year it has been 
reorganised into an independent diocese, of which the Rt. Rev. A. N. 
Mukerjee is the first bishop. Besides pastoral work over a very 
wide area in and around Delhi, the diocese maintains one hospital, 
sixteen schools, three hostels, and St. Stephen’s College in Delhi 
University.

Queens’ has a special interest in St. Stephen’s College, for 
Rai Bahadur A. S. N. Mukarji who, before his death in 1945, had 
been its principal for over twenty years, was in residence from 
1908-11. His eldest son, Atul Kumar Mukarji, who was a teacher 
of Mathematics at St. Stephen’s, was also here (1935-38). In 
that college which accommodates over 400 students, and is open 
to men of all creeds, Hindus, Muslims, and Christians work together 
in peaceful harmony. The general opinion expressed by parents 
is that it is “the most outstanding educational institution in Delhi.” 
In the Cambridge Brotherhood Queens’ has been represented by 
the late A. Gilbert Hort, who was here from 1934-37, and whose 
early death in 1944 was a sad loss to his many friends and to the 
Indian Church.

Although the Church in Delhi has long ceased to be subject to 
European direction, and is largely staffed by Indians, the help of 
British missionaries who are willing to work as colleagues rather 
than in positions of leadership is greatly appreciated. There is, 
indeed, an urgent call by the Church in India for more men and 
women from this country to help her in the immense tasks which 
lie ahead. The Bishop of Delhi writes: “To us, His followers, 
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Our Lord has given the ministry of reconciliation . . . One of our 
prominent political leaders is reported to have said that the Christian 
community . . . was eminently fitted to preach the mission of 
peace and goodwill at this time . . . as it had the confidence of 
both the Hindus and the Muslims.”

In England the Cambridge Mission to Delhi assists the diocese 
by sending out missionaries, by financial support, and above all 
by seeking to develop interest in Delhi, especially at Cambridge. 
Recently the C.M.D. opened a refugee fund to help the relief work 
now being done by the Church in Delhi, especially towards the 
refugees from the communal risings in the Punjab. The “Friends 
of Delhi” is an association of past and present members of this 
University, who agree to take a helpful interest in Delhi and support 
the activities of the C.M.D. The Dean or College Representative 
will gladly supply further information.

F. R. G. Streatfield, 
College Representative.

THE QUEENS’ COLLEGE CHRISTIAN 
UNION

THIS term has seen the revival of the Queens’ Christian Union 
which, under the Chairmanship of the Chaplain, seeks to weld 
together all Christians in a fellowship centred around the Chapel. 

Great interest has been shown, and there were over fifty present 
at the first meeting, when the Chaplain of Clare (the Reverend 
Stanley Betts) gave an interesting talk on “Christian Unity.” The 
other two speakers were the Reverend Roger de Pemberton, Warden 
of Lee Abbey, and the Reverend Sidney Allison, Principal of Ridley 
Hall, Cambridge. In addition to these three mam meetings, a 
prayer group has met in the Chapel every Friday evening at 7 p.m., 
and it is hoped that this will continue throughout the year. The 
term’s activities culminated in a Corporate Communion Service—a 
fitting symbol of the depth of fellowship experienced through the 
term. D. G. Snelgrove.
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THE LIBRARY—A METAPHOR

AS I walk by the wayside the cows turn their heads, 
Or some do, not all do, but all look profound— 
Profound and pre-occupied, halting their chew. 

Then the look of shrewd placid intelligence fades, 
Their eyes mark my wayfare with gauche stark dismay— 
These rich solid statues of glossed black and brown, 
With silky fat sides, and their massive-poised heads— 
Knees buckled they squat with their backs to the wind, 
And as they exhaust me the lost chews return. 
Dipping down and away with a swing of the horns 
They wrench-munch, resume their insatiate browse.

Bulk of strange pigmy wonderings and desires never realised. 
Man-thwarted nerve centres, dumb factories of flesh.

They’ll look at the Stranger till interest flags 
And apathy brings emptiness where Fear lent life. 
To leave them, a tableau in time reasserts itself: 
Right order of cows and field. It has been seen. 
Peace of the ultra-mind, vague sense of oozy grass, 
Evening air settles its dusky wrap round 
Their Sphinx-like solidity, world-well-lost brood.

Up in the sky it is brighter than here. Stooping, I pick my 
flowers, musing I leave them muse. Soon I have forgotten them 
and they have known me not.

P. S.
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REVIEW

T. H. White: The Elephant and the Kangaroo. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 
New York, 1947.

IT is eighteen years since T. H. White published his first book, 
a small collection of poems, while he was still an undergraduate 
at Queens’. His latest and best book has not been published in 

this country yet; in these days, novelists who are lucky enough 
to be able to do so publish first in America in a large impression, and 
afterwards on our more modest scale at home.

Like all his books, this is a fantasy. The hero is a Mr. White, 
living on a farm in Ireland with its owners, Mr. and Mrs. O’Callaghan. 
(To avoid confusing him with his hero, I shall call the author T.H.W.) 
The Archangel Michael comes down the chimney, and tells them 
that there is going to be a flood, and that they are to build an ark. 
The O’Callaghans, according to their custom when they are faced 
with any crisis, leave it to Mr. White, who takes down the roof 
of the new hay-barn and turns it upside down to form the keel of 
the ark; and in due course it is completed, with accommodation 
for livestock, stores, and equipment to restart human life after the 
flood is over. When the flood comes, they embark and their craft 
floats; but almost at once Mr. White realises that the flood is not a mere 
waste of waters but an enlarged river, and that his ark will inevitably 
run into the first high bridge down stream and be wrecked. This 
duly happens: the party then takes to the water in barrels, pursued 
by a small body of admirers who hope for some reward in this world 
or the next if they can get admitted to the holy expedition; and by 
the hostility of the whole of the rest of Eire, roused against them 
by Father Byrne, the local priest, on account of their irregular 
behaviour. (“If there were to have been a flood, the announcement 
ought to have been made through the existing machinery, which 
was Father Byrne.”) They float into the Liffey, through Dublin 
(in spite of the efforts of the Army and Navy to stop them), and 
out to sea, where they are picked up by the mail boat from Holyhead.

The main substance of the book consists of the interplay between 
the three chief characters. Mikey O’Callaghan, “a small, red-faced 
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man of about sixty, who looked a little like the first Duke of Wellington 
and a little like a tortoise,” was utterly lazy and incompetent, “but 
cheerful, affectionate, and kind. He adored Mr. White, and would 
have done anything not to be in his bad books—anything which 
did not involve work or danger. He was good-tempered, except 
when he lost his temper, and this he did only with inanimate objects, 
because live ones might have hit back.” Mrs. O’Callaghan “was a tall 
thin woman, over fifty years of age, who never stopped working 
and never got anything done.” The book becomes the story of her 
heroism. “Mrs. O’Callaghan had lived for twenty-three years 
in a fairly comfortable farmhouse, and she had paid £120 in instal
ments on its Dutch barn. He had turned her barn upside down, 
filled it with the pick of the farm stock and all the implements, 
taken her away in it from the home in which she had lived her married 
life, conveyed her a distance of five miles to Cashelmor, which she 
could have reached more easily by a détour in the pony trap, and had 
finally submerged the whole contrivance in the turbulent waters 
of the Slane. Perhaps she might have been forgiven if she had 
expressed some form of displeasure at this stage, or if she had only 
asked ironically: ‘What next?’ ” She was not like that.

“Seeing his look of misery, she said, how generously: ‘It was 
Mikey’s fault, the way he wouldn’t give you a hand with the beehive.’ ”

“Mikey exclaimed: ‘I would give him a hand; but it was your 
fault, because—because—because you lef the keys on the dresser.’ ” 
(The favourite pastime of the O’Callaghans is putting the blame 
on each other in this way, quite irrelevantly.) As for Mr. White, 
he is a largely fictitious character, with some slight foundation in 
fact: closely related to Merlin in The Sword in the Stone, and the 
Professor in Mistress Masham’s Repose (T.H.W.’s last book but one, 
which has just been published by Jonathan Cape). He is clever with 
his hands, and has a passion for solving complicated problems, and 
a stronger passion for converting his friends to his own beliefs 
and theories of the moment.

T.H.W. has become adept at anecdotes. The stories of the 
Archangel’s appearance; of how Mr. White taught Mikey the art 
of water-divining and Mikey tried to teach it to Mr. Quin the postman, 
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with disastrous results; of the attempt of Pat Geraghty to assassinate 
Mr. White; and of Mr. White’s behaviour on the submerged bridge 
at Cashelmor when he is trying to tow his fellow-passengers from 
the wrecked ark ashore; and the final hysterical scene in Dublin, 
described in a kind of nightmare parody of James Joyce’s Ulysses— 
are the high lights of the book. The attempted assassination is 
the best—indeed the very highest comedy; but it is too long to 
quote, and a summary would spoil it. The scene on the parapet 
of the bridge, as Mr. White walks downwards from the middle, 
where it is only just under water, towards the end, where the water 
is deep, is short enough to quote.

“The water hurled itself against his knees, feathering into a 
little curl upstream of each. It grew to his thighs, as each precarious 
pace diminished to a shuffle. It could be seen that he was unable 
to pass the right leg in front of the left one, because the current 
pressed them together. The mill race of water, hitherto silent 
there, made a harp of his legs and roared on it. He became isolated 
from all life but his own, wrapped up in the noise of his 
passage . . .

“. . . He deliberately leaned forward into the water, saying, 
inaudibly, ‘Aaaaah!’ as the melted snow snatched at his breath 
like fire, and lay flat in it, like a swimmer, with his head upstream 
and his feet against the parapet. It was the only hope of getting 
along, to walk in a horizontal position, as if the current had deflected 
gravity from the vertical, which, indeed, it had.

“Mr. White began to look ridiculous and pathetic, if not revolting, 
as all creatures with pelts do, when they have been soaked. His 
whiskers adhered to his chin. He appeared to be basking in the 
flood for sport, like a walrus, and making no progress at all. His 
movements were perverse, inefficient, broody. Nobody could see 
what he was about.

“Quite gracefully, and apparently on purpose, as if he had just 
invented a new plan, he put his head under water, erected his 
buttocks, waved to the spectators, turned on his back, spun round, 
vanished, and reappeared a moment later at the end of the rope. 
He had missed his footing.
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“Mrs. O’Callaghan began to scream for Holy Mary as the rope 
spun out. She grabbed it and began to pull. Instead of pulling 
Mr. White back to the barrels, the rope pulled the latter after him. 
It was tied. It was impossible to let go. In the twinkling of a 
second the three barrels were spinning round like a roulette wheel, 
in the worst of the current below the bridge. A minute later the 
parapet was far behind. They were clear of Cashelmor itself, with 
half a mile of river on either side. Mr. White was swimming 
frantically for the barrels, while Mrs. O’Callaghan played him on 
the rope.”

This is a book about Ireland; it will not be popular with any 
Irishman in whom patriotism has swallowed up sense of humour. 
But T.H.W. has little use for nationalism (Irish or any other sort); 
and as the laugh is as often directed at Mr. White as at the natives, I 
hope some of them will enjoy it. It is in the best tradition of English 
comedy; and that tradition, after all, owes as much to Irishmen 
as to Englishmen.

L. J. P.
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WHO STANDS ALONE

EYES have never been so vivid with happiness, 
Girl of the exquisite name. 

The imagination-opened heart is gentle 
And great like the moon on the river 
Amid the laughing tremble of the rain. 
I can no more endure to watch you 

Than I can the sky 
Through latticed hedgerows when the sun is silver; 
It seems that you, like it, cannot begin to die. 

And yet the happiness 
Which you declare that only you can know 
Has died an instant, uncomplaining death, 

And faded whilst its glitter still was new.

Alas! there is only heart-break if you wait for Michael, 
For I fear that Michael will be standing by himself, 

Forgetting, and by some forgotten. 
His fading smile will greet you when you walk in white; 

His voice will carol in the joy 
Of the old stone of the arch-moulded column 

Above the sombre autumn of the hymn. 
He will dig his hands down deep into his pockets, 
Tilt back his head to see the marshalled ranks of organ, 

And the mockery of majesty 
Will be laughing in his heart. 
His smile will be always with you, 
Girl of the passionate beauty, 

But the language he speaks is an echo apart.

Perhaps he’ll kiss you at your wedding; 
But never will he speak of anything but cigarettes 
And shadows on the wall, and cake, and August holidays. 

And though you are sad and cry, 
He’ll only pluck at the grass with his tired fingers, 
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Glance down the road for the approaching car, 
Smile at the bitter struggle between schoolboys, 
Search for the sparkle where the river lingers, 
Forgetting that his shoes are old and weary 

And that his feet are wet.

Oh, girl! You can never understand 
What Michael thinks, what Michael says 

And what he fails to say; 
He stands alone, and humble to the sunrise 
On the crest of to-morrow, elbow-deep in day; 
And stretches out his hands already old 
To meet the salutations of the people he adores.

E. G. R.
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THE LEGEND OF THE BRIDGE

A GREAT deal of historiography has been based on legends 
as a superficial reading of the Golden Bough will reveal. When 
no other materials are available such methods are certainly 

justified; but when there exist records, not only documentary 
but material, in sufficient number to permit of a reasonable degree 
of certainty, the persistence of a legend, no matter how convenient 
or attractive, cannot be countenanced by any historian with a pure 
heart and a clear conscience. It is on that account that we now 
attempt to explode once and for all the legend that Sir Isaac Newton 
built Queens’ bridge. This may be offensive to some minds and, 
indeed, it has occasioned some pain to the authors, for, like most 
people, they have derived a curious pleasure from the unfolding 
of the tale before those ignorant of the beauties of Cambridge. 
But, however unenviable the task, they have undertaken to see it 
through ; and what is more, they have chosen for their vehicle 
this very magazine, whose readers are those most likely to find the 
truth hardest to bear.

Possibly a short account of the various bridges of Queens’ will 
serve to mollify the effect of the news. The earliest evidence we have 
dates from 1574 when Lyne’s plan of the College shows two bridges, 
one where the present bridge stands, and another a short distance 
away downstream, which probably led across from the avenue of 
beeches. For this second bridge there is no further documentary 
record. Authorities consider it unlikely that it was of one span. 
Barges were certainly coming to the mill at that time, but fen barges 
are well known for the narrowness of their beam, and little store 
can be laid by the consideration of navigability. Clare Bridge, 
moreover, was built in 1638-40, and Trinity had a two-arch bridge 
on the site of their present Essex bridge, which dates from 1651-2. 
In any case, we can say that this second bridge, whatever its nature, 
was erected about 1555 and removed in 1793.

As for “ye great brydge to the cloysters,” first referred to in the 
Bursar’s accounts of 1582, the date of its erection is unknown. 
A cynic may suggest that it must have been in existence at least 
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from 1533, since the Brewhouse across the river was built in that 
year. There is really no reason why it should not have been built 
at the same time as the west side of the cloisters. In any case, 
it was replaced by a wooden bridge in 1700, and by a third bridge, 
also of wood, and of the same design as the present bridge in 1749. 
The dreadful truth is that Newton died in 1728; so that although 
it is said to have been held together by wooden dowels rather than 
iron bolts, even this 1749 bridge can scarcely be associated with his 
name. As a matter of interest the present bridge was built in 
1867.

Such, then, are the facts. Is there nothing, readers may ask, in 
which we can take solace after such a crushing blow? The authors 
beg to suggest that there is. No less august and authoritative a 
publication as the itinerary prepared by the Royal Automobile 
Club mentions the “Mathematical Bridge at Queens’” as one of 
the two sights of collegiate interest which every motorist in Cambridge 
must see. With no word of Sir Isaac Newton in its exhortation, 
the Royal Automobile Club has, we think, the right attitude. No 
bridge is better qualified to stand on its own merits; no bridge has 
less need of association with a famous name. Its qualities are 
manifold, and the authors do not intend, and, indeed, cannot presume, 
to expatiate on them. There is a tale, we understand, of its likeness 
to some bridge in China. This we consider to be little less than an 
insult; for the Queens’ bridge is only too clearly the conception 
of someone who saw that a bridge of that design and those pro
portions was the only bridge possible in such a setting; and it is 
for this reason that the copy of it erected at Iffley gives the 
impression of such incongruity. May we therefore recommend 
that the Newtonian myth be allowed to sink into oblivion? Our 
acute historical researches will have proved to all except the in
corrigible romantics that the myth is in no way supported by the facts; 
our suggestions concerning the bridge, we trust, will have afforded 
new and more reasonable grounds for its appreciation. One more 
consideration remains, in the light of which our attachment to it 
may become stronger yet. Some very considerable people have 
passed over it.
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QUEENS’ COLLEGE CHAPEL 
COLLECTIONS

IT has been suggested that a note on Chapel Collections be 
prepared each year. As this is the first such note it will be of 
interest to set out the total sums collected in each of the last 

seven years. It will be instructive to remember that the number 
of undergraduates in residence began to decline from the Michaelmas 
Term of 1939. This decline did not cease until the autumn of 
1945. The Chapel Services were further dislocated from the out
break of the war by the black-out, and from the summer of 1940 
by the Sunday duties of the Home Guard and S.T.C. Sunday 
evening services were held in circumstances of gathering gloom 
in the Old Chapel until the Michaelmas Term of 1942, when the 
blacking-out of the New Chapel was completed. Few junior 
members of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College attended 
Chapel services until towards the end of the war, but we remember 
gratefully the regular co-operation of Senior members of that body, 
and the support in the Voluntary Choir of over five-and-twenty of 
its junior members.

With a collection on 9th February, 1941, the College Chapel 
began St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College Restoration 
Fund, to which we have contributed a total of £38 15s. 11d (or, 
if an anonymous donation made through the College Chapel be 
included, £138 15s. 11d.).

Total Collections from 1940 to 1947:—
£ s. d.

1940—41 33 15 8
1941—42 33 0 8
1942—43 40 2 3
1943—44 38 18 9
1944—45 47 12 0
1945—46 73 15 9
1946—47 102 10 4
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These collections were all taken at services held during the period 
of full term. In the summer of 1947 an additional sum of £19 7s. 1d. 
was collected, of which the chief part was subscribed at services on 
15th June and 28th September, attended by old members of the 
College. If this be included, the total for 1946—47 must be raised 
to £121 17s. 5d. This total has been distributed, in accordance 
with the weekly objects of the collections, as follows:—

£ s. d.
Queens’ College War Memorial Fund 37 9 1
Addenbrooke’s Hospital 19 7 7
Addenbrooke’s Hospital Chaplaincy Fund 7 13 4
Harvey Goodwin Home 9 18 1

British Legion 13 7 6
The Old Schools of Cambridge 3 16 4
The Church Missionary Society (African Branch) 12 14 4
Ely Diocesan Fund 5 0 11
Cambridge Mission to Delhi 12 10 3

£121 17 5

H. St J. Hart, Dean.
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QUEENS’ COLLEGE 
UNITED CLUBS REPORTS

Q.C.C.C.

SEASON 1947 was one of the best on record. The 1st XI was 
unbeaten, winning 7 matches and drawing 5. The 2nd XI was 
only beaten once by Abington in an evening match, and scored 

notable wins over Pembroke and Emmanuel 2nd XI’s (with the 
valuable aid of Mr. Findlay).

The 1st XI batting was good all through, J. C. Royds (awarded 
Crusader Colour) deserving special mention. The bowling attack 
developed slowly, hence the number of draws in the early part 
of the season, while the succession of wins later on shows that it 
became effective. P. W. Mummery captained the side well, and the 
2nd XI flourished under C. B. Walker. The prospects for 1948 
are good, as at least seven of this year’s Colours will be available. 
Officers for 1948 are:—

A. L. Jagger, Captain.
R. O. Weaver, Hon. Secretary.
C. Shaldon, Committee Member.

A. McD.

ST. BERNARD SOCIETY

DESPITE such rival claimants to the time of its members as 
superb weather and the Triposes, the Society was fairly 
active last term. This year, under the presidency of 

E. G. Rayner, it plans to meet in the Upper Fitzpatrick Hall on 
alternate Thursdays. In addition to debates of the usual type, it 
is expected that joint meetings with Homerton and Pembroke 
will be held, as well as debates on matters of particular interest 
to the College. It is hoped that as many undergraduates as possible 
will attend the meetings, at which beer will be provided.

A. R. B.
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Q.C.B.C.

HENLEY Regatta brought to an end perhaps the most successful 
rowing year that the Club has had—for a long time at any rate. 
The first May VIII came up before full term to start training. 

During the term there were three crews formed, going out on the 
river four times a week. When the motion for unrestricted rowing 
was passed at a C.U.B.C. meeting the first VIII started to go out 
six days a week. The results of the May Races were most successful. 
All three crews “gained their oars.” The first VIII made four 
bumps, going up to fourth on the river—the highest position that it 
has ever attained in the Mays. The second VIII made two bumps 
and over-bumped Sidney Sussex I, while the third VIII made four 
bumps.

At Henley the first VIII lost A. S. F. Butcher, who rowed for 
Leander in the Grand Challenge and Stewards’ Cups races. The 
VIII beat Pembroke College in the first round, but were beaten 
by Eton College in the second round of the Ladies’ Plate. Two 
IV’s were also entered for the Visitors’ and Wyfold Challenge Cups. 
They both won their first round but were beaten in the second.

This term a light IV was formed and was out on the river a week 
before the start of full term. They were beaten in the first round 
of the races. A clinker IV is also out, and it is hoped and expected 
that it will retain the Cup for the Club. After the Clinker IV Races 
both the crews will join to form what should be a strong 
Fairbairn VIII. The remainder of the Club is being made up into 
Trial VIII’s, which will compete for the College Trials.

P. A. de G.

CHESS CLUB

THE Club, under the Presidency of R. Westley, has started the 
year confidently. Two teams have been entered for the 
Cambridge and District League, and with a strengthened team 

we are hoping to repeat our last year’s feat of finishing at the top 
of the table.

J. K. W.
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Q.C.A.C.

THE Club shows every prospect of having a good year. Five 
Old Colours are in residence, including C. E. Piper, who ran 
regularly for the University last season, and is now Secretary 

of the Alverstone Club; and, weather permitting, the College 
should give a good account of itself in this term’s Inter-College 
Relays and next term’s “Cuppers” Competition. Entries and 
results in the Freshmen’s and Seniors’ Sports were most encouraging, 
and full Colours were awarded to D. H. Houseman, J. D. W. 
Melhuish, and H. L. Wallace for their performances. Six members 
of the Club took part in the Triangular Blues-Seniors-Freshmen 
match—R. Halstead (880), P. N. Blackaby (440), and J. D. W. 
Melhuish and A. H. Wallace (100), subsequently being selected 
to represent the University in the Relay Races against Oxford. 
With D. H. Houseman as reserve in the 880, Queens’ has more 
representatives in the team than any other College.

Officers for the year are:—President: R. Halstead; Secretary: 
P. N. Blackaby; Committee: C. E. Piper, R. A. Chiverton.

P. N. B.

Q.C.E.F.C.

SO far this term the activities of the Eton Fives Club have been 
confined to a few games played between the two senior pairs 
at the Portugal Place Courts. There has been little organised 

Fives throughout the University, except for an Inter-College Tourna
ment now in progress, which is considered to be in the nature of 
a University trial. Two pairs have been entered in the name of 
the College, and they have met with moderate success. An unofficial 
game was also arranged against Emmanuel, which proved to be a 
hard battle, culminating in a draw.

Possessing no courts of our own, or rather no courts in playing 
condition, great difficulty has been experienced in organising games 
other than between the two senior pairs There are, however, four or 
five other players in the College interested in the game, and it is 
hoped to persuade them to form another foursome.

D. B. W.
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Q.C.S.C.

The Club was revived in April under the captaincy of 
G. S. Walton, whom we must congratulate on winning the 
220 yards in the match against Oxford and being awarded his 

Half-Blue. The team reached the final of the Inter-Collegiate 
Competition, but were placed third after Emmanuel and Caius; 
unfortunately R. W. Morris, our back stroke swimmer, was in
capacitated on the day of the match. J. W. Ridgway was unbeaten 
in the breast stroke, and our free style relay team (G. S. Walton, 
K. G. Pickles, G. W. Hayward, and F. D. Bryan-Brown) tied for 
first place with Caius. With all our last year’s team in residence 
we are looking forward to a successful season in 1947-48, and are 
hoping also to raise a Water Polo side. P. H. Stern has been elected 
Secretary for the coming season.

F. D. B-B.

Q.C.S.R.C.

THE Squash Club was unfortunate in starting the year without 
any premises. A licence for the work of repairing the College 
Courts, damaged during the floods last year, has now been 

obtained, and it is hoped that they will be ready next term. Mean
while the College is renting the court belonging to the C.U. Tennis 
and Squash Club, who are kindly allowing us to use it in the after
noons.

As last year, we have two teams playing in the Inter-College 
League—the first team in the 2nd Division, and the second team 
in the 4th Division. In spite of lack of opportunity for practice at the 
beginning of the term, the first team beat Downing I 5—0, having 
lost to Magdalene I 3—2. The second team have not fared very 
well so far, however, having lost 5—0 to Caius II.

Congratulations and wishes for further success are to be extended 
to F. S. Aldercotte for reaching the last eight in the University 
Open Singles.

J. D. A.
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ST. MARGARET SOCIETY

IN days long past the Society apparently met only to elect its 
annual officers. More recently it was famed for its gramophone 
concerts. Now it has returned to its youth and will provide 

live concerts only.
The May Week Concert saw the first appearance of part of the 

Voluntary Choir in secular guise as the “Queens’ College Singers.” 
As we should expect, they sang with “gusto” and obvious enjoy
ment. The rest of the concert was provided by friends from the 
outer world.

The increased number of men in the College has doubtless brought 
an increase in its musical potentiality. Alas! Music is a modest, 
retiring maid, hiding behind sound-proof doors and blushing denials. 
We would that she would unfold her beauty to the public gaze. 
(Yet we are indeed thankful for our one pianist.)

Recent attempts to form a chorus have been hindered by the difficulty 
of importing female voices. Few of our prospective tenors and 
basses can bring ladies, at least, that is, ladies who sing. Is then 
Music celibate as well as shy?

A. H. M.

Q.C.L.T.C.

THE Club enjoyed great success during the Easter Term, being 
able to put out two teams, both of which were undefeated in 
the League Competition. In the “Cuppers,” however, we 

were less fortunate, being runners-up in the doubles and semi
finalists in the singles tournament.

Two players, F. S. Aldercotte and K. G. Isaacs, were selected 
to play for the Grasshoppers’ Club (the University second team). 
S. P. O. Kumi, a Soccer Colour, also gave a good account of himself 
and was awarded full Colours very early in the term.

The prospects for this year are bright, since all last year’s Colours, 
except for the Captain, P. Kemmis, are still up.

K. G. I.
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Q.C.R.F.C.

THE only event this term is the Inter-College Doubles Tourna
ment. Three pairs have been entered from Queens’, but the 
matches have not yet begun.

The numbers in the Club are decidedly small, and more volunteers 
would be welcome in order that the most competent College pairs 
may be entered for the Open Tournament next term.

M. G. S.

Q.C.T.T.C.

ON account of the keenness shown last season the Club decided 
to enter three teams for the C.U.T.T. League this year. 
These teams have been placed in Divisions I, III and IV.

Fresh talent has joined the Club, and the results so far point 
to a successful season.

At the beginning of term a knock-out tournament was held, 
which was won by K. G. Isaacs.

F. S. Aldercotte holds the position of Acting Match Captain of 
the University team.

E. A. W.
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